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 NASA is aggressively moving forward with development of the next generation human 
spaceflight system to meet the Nation’s human space exploration goals as expressed 
in the 2011 NASA Strategic Plan

• Strategic Goal 1 – Extend and sustain human activities across the solar system

• Strategic Goal 1.3 – Develop integrated architecture capabilities for safe crewed and cargo missions 
beyond low Earth orbit

 To meet this goal with limited resources and with an expedited schedule, Affordability 
Safety, & sustainability are the key tenants

• Use of existing hardware in inventory from previous programs offers increased cost savings
– i.e., AFFORDABILITY

 The Space Launch System (SLS) is a heavy-lift launch vehicle currently being designed 
to meet these goals

• SLS Block 1 architecture is the configuration for the first flight: EM-1 

• Block 1 includes Heritage: Solid Rocket Boosters and RS-25 Engines, New: Core Stage, Integrated 
Spacecraft and Payload Element (ISPE), Launch Vehicle Stage Adapter (LVSA), Separation System, 
MPCV Stage Adapter (MSA) Cryogenic Propulsion Stage

 Heritage Boosters, left over from the Shuttle Program, will be used to provide the major 
ascent thrust to the Vehicle

• Qualification of heritage hardware to all structural and functional requirements of the SLS program 
provided significant challenges ~ ensuring SAFETY 
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SLS
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SLS Architecture
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 Use of heritage hardware in new applications requires special consideration and 

understanding of previous lessons learned 
• Lessons learned should be carefully assessed and addressed in the design, development, 

qualification and validation/verification for use in new applications

Use of Heritage Hardware
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Charles Gun, Launch Space Magazine, January 1999



 The SRB forward skirt structural assembly is an 

all welded, ring stiffened monocoque cylindrical 

shell, primarily manufactured from 2200 series Al 

alloy by McDonald Douglas between 1975 and 

1984

 Located between the Nose Cap and Frustum

 The skin is machined to various thicknesses 

around the circumference of the shell with the 

forward ring, thrust post fitting and attach rings 

machined from special forgings. 

 Primary purpose is to support the core vehicle 

prior to launch and act as the axial thrust take out 

point from booster to the core vehicle during 

flight

 Some structural modifications for SLS but 

majority is same as Shuttle configuration

Heritage Forward Skirts
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 Forward Skirt Thrust Post carries axial 

and lateral loads at Solid Rocket 

Booster to Core interface
• Prelaunch: rollout, on-pad stay and core 

engine build up

• Ignition up to Pre-Staging, where the SRB is 

pyrotechnically released
– Critical load case

 90% of thrust post ascent compression 

loading is due to statically determinant 

flight mechanics loads
• Fwd Attach Load = Booster Thrust –

Booster Mass * Vehicle Accelx

 Due to the design of the interface, this 

axial load produces a large moment 

that is reacted over a relatively small 

fillet area that is machined into the 

forging

 SLS compression loads ~ 40% higher 

than Shuttle loads
• Increase in loads too high to say qualified by 

similarity

• Finite element models used to validate 

Shuttle validated via linear test results. 

Updated models showed highly non-linear 

response

• Updated Testing required

Loading Condition
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 Structural testing of the heritage forward skirt was performed for the SLS program in 2014. 
• Two skirts randomly selected from inventory

• Tested all critical loading conditions to 1.4 x limit loads

• Tested both skirts to failure

 Extensive instrumentation was used to monitor the structural status of the hardware and 

determine failure location and time
• Strain gauges

• ARAMIS digital photogrammetry system

• String potentiometers

• Acoustic emission detectors

• Instrumented pins

 Strain gauges and ARAMIS located in region of failure
• Compared well with each other

• Used to help Finite Element Model predictions

 Both test articles failed well above the max predicted

limit loads for SLS and pre-test analytical predictions

due to crack initiation and growth across the fillet radius

of the fitting

SLS Testing 
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 Failure occurred in the primary load path
• Initiated in fillet region

• Thrust Post gussets subsequently buckled

Forward Skirt Failure Location
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 Structural acceptability of metal structures can be determined with linear-elastic or elastic-plastic 

finite element analysis
• Linear-elastic analyses produce stresses that are compared to the material allowable ultimate strength

• Elastic-plastic analyses produce strains that are compared to the material allowable elongation

 Majority of heritage Shuttle hardware designed to be evaluated in linear-elastic regime
• Hardware that required elastic-plastic analysis traditionally evaluated using the Constant Critical Strain Criteria 

methodology, where failure occurs at the same critical strain, no matter the stress state

– Factor of Safety = 
𝑒

𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑂

– e = elongation strain from material testing

– EPTO = total equivalent strain determined at 1.4 x limit load from an elastic-plastic analysis with 

minimum required stress-strain curve

 Approaches that utilized Triaxiality Factor employed 
• Triaxiality factor accounts for stress state

• Hydrostatic pressure divided by Von Mises stress

• Higher Triaxiality – lower strain to failure  Lower Triaxiality – higher strain to failure

Failure Criteria
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 Research has shown that ductile failure of metallic structures consists of three phases
• Accumulation of damage caused by plastic strain

• Initiation of fracture

• Fracture propagation resulting in failure

 Three Triaxiality based damage initiation criteria selected that had correlation with aluminum 

material testing
• Johnson-Cook

• Bao-Wierznicki

• Mohr-Coulomb

 References listed in paper compares the constant critical strain, Johnson-Cook and Bao-

Wierznicki criteria for aluminum 22xx-Txxx alloy

 Failure Curves developed by plotting effective fracture strain vs Triaxiality factor

Triaxiality Approach
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 Bao-Wierzbicki chosen due to lack of influence of shear during thrust post failure and existence of 

test data with similar material

Failure Criteria
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References for plots included in accompanying paper



 Two independent models were developed at MSFC
• Utilized commercial codes ANSYS and ABAQUS

 First step was to build model representing test setup
• Modeled test equipment and load sequencing

• Used material data from post-test cut samples

• Overall structure response was characterized and correlated 

with model

• Detailed sub-models created to characterized failure

 Develop Bao-Wierznicki failure curve for tested 

structures using material test data and analysis 

results

 Rerun analysis for flight conditions

Analysis Approach
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Determining Factor of Safety 
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Isolate failure location Plot Eqv. Strain vs TF at test failure load Adjust B-W curve until just touching

This is failure curve

Apply flight loads, adjust model for minimum 

conditions and tolerances  

Plot Eqv. Strain vs TF at flight limit load

Incrementally adjust until just touching failure curve

Difference is Factor of Safety 



 Traditional fracture assessment performed as well
• Material samples taken from thrust post radius region to develop the fracture toughness properties

• Area experiences yielding very early in load sequence

• Samples pre-strained to different values and tested to determine worst-case fracture toughness

Fracture Assessment
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 A high degree of confidence in understanding loads, material properties, failure phenomena 

anchored with analysis and flight-like testing instrumental in requalifying the heritage Forward 

Skirt for the SLS program
• Well understood loads

– Majority flight mechanic statically deterministic. Key contributors understood

• Detailed Finite Element Models
– Independent Analyses

– Correlated to test

– Anchored to material test data & minimum geometric conditions

• Failure criteria based on Triaxiality approach using test established failure criteria

• Flight factors of safety incorporate minimum material properties, minimum drawing tolerances and refurbishment 

considerations

 The execution of a detailed test/qualification program and use of a more advanced analysis 

methodology was directly responsible for saving the Program 10’s of millions of dollars that it 

would have cost to design, develop and qualify a new forward skirt and expediting the schedule 

and meets NASA’s two important tenants for the SLS program: Affordability and Safety 

Conclusions
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